10 (VERY GOOD) REASONS TO VISIT CHIAWA CAMP & OLD MONDORO
If you are looking to justify booking a safari at Chiawa Camp and/or Old Mondoro then here are 10
very good reasons, plus a bonus one thrown in for good measure, listed in no particular order but all
important:

1. VALUE FOR MONEY
Old Mondoro was the Africa WINNER of the Best Value safari property in Africa in 2016,
proving that cheap or fancy (because Old Mondoro and Chiawa Camp are neither) does not
necessarily mean value, most especially in terms of priceless commodities such as time spent
with loved ones, your safety and creating magic memories.
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2. GUIDING
Our multi-award winning team are previous winners and 2016 runners up for Best Guiding
Team in Africa, and always a top 5 finalist since the award's inception in 2008! Chiawa Camp
and Old Mondoro’s guiding teams took 1st & 3rd of the top 3 slots for Zambia in 2016, and
are at the top of their game, always working to remain there.
Passionate professionals with unsurpassed experience in the Lower Zambezi, each individual
treads lightly be it on foot, 4x4, boat or canoe - each a skilled naturalist, conservationist,
tracker, entertainer, diplomat, mechanic, raconteur and confidante possessing many other
talents all rolled into one and so providing our guests with the finest of safari experiences and
creating memories of a lifetime for them.
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3. SAFARI ACTIVITIES - VARIETY & CHOICE
Nowhere else do guests have the variety, flexibility and choice as they do at these two safari
camps. Day & night game drives (maximum 4 guests per vehicle and usually fewer!), walks,
canoeing, boat safaris and catch & release angling enhanced by having what’s generally
regarded as one of the finest, if not the finest, teams of guides in Africa, with an impressive
fleet of custom built, spotless safari vehicles and boats make for an unbeatable safari. A
varied and intact environment, one of Africa's best protected, gives our naturalist guides
plenty to talk about even when on the rare occasion big game is not in sight. Beautiful
landscapes, the river and its islands and channels, gigantic trees and forests, spoor and
examples of the circle of life are always in front of our guests – and given new meaning when
on activity at Chiawa Camp and Old Mondoro.
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4. LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Subjective this one, but if spectacular views in gorgeous, varied landscapes within beautiful
natural surroundings with easy access to the wildlife our camps as evidenced by many guests
who simply choose to remain in camp to game view then what more is required?
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5. DESIGN
The best designs strike an ideal balance between form and function. The high percentage of
return guests at both our camps say this is one of the reasons why they return year upon year
– that each camp feels completely at home in, and in tune with, its environment – beautiful
to look at and be in whilst being fit for purpose.

6. CUISINE
A menu crafted by Lynsey Cumings and our team of professionals ensure all meals are
healthy, fresh, varied and imaginative. Artfully presented and served up in a variety of
surprise locations for discerning palates, and just about every dietary requirement that can be
thrown at us, make the dining at our camps, quite simply, one of the very the best culinary
experiences to be had!
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7. ECO-FRIENDLY
The holistic approach of our camps towards the environment is key to a healthier and more
sustainable safari industry. And in this we lead the way from constantly lobbying the powers
that be for improved conservation activity and tourism management to best practices in the
bush to being a founder member, Trustee and the largest commercial supporter of
Conservation Lower Zambezi.
The very FIRST carbon neutral safari business in the world, and now the very first in Africa
with Silver status i.e. even our guests’ domestic air travel is offset. The very First to use red
filters on their vehicles headlights and spotlights, whilst using soft diffuse filters for
photography on night drives. The first 100% catch & release, no bait – artificial lure only barbless hook, angling policy in the Lower Zambezi. The very FIRST safari camp to use only
low emission, 4 stroke, boat motors in Zambia. Stringent best practice policies for our guides
with regards to interactions with wildlife, ensuring animals are not disturbed by our safari
activities – plus camp practices and policies such as solar water heating and no plastic water
bottles. Each guest receives a stainless steel water bottle gift upon arrival, water wastage
minimization, strict trash in trash out, fat traps on grey water and much more. You can click
here for our full Sustainable Tourism Policy.
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8. ROMANCE & SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Honeymooners, and in fact anyone who wants to be pampered, especially love Chiawa Camp
for its special surprises. These include private lunches, picnics and dinners in romantic
locations, personalised service, as private or as social as one requires, and the beautiful,
romantic tents boasting “super-king size” beds draped in fine Egyptian cotton linen.
It’s no surprise that Chiawa Camp is a firm favourite for those in search of a truly bespoke and
romantic safari worthy of celebration.
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9. FAMILY FRIENDLY
The variety of activities targeted for kids (8+ at Chiawa, 12+ at Old Mondoro unless by prior
arrangement or exclusive-use booking) includes nature walks and visits to ancient village
sites. Another activity is the “Bush kids club”, with the guides incorporating a guides & kids
picnic, so parents can have a break from the kids if they wish. A kid’s menu, including
traditional fare, the style of accommodation, the personal attention of the management and
inspired guiding all make for a safe but fun family safari of the very highest quality. Book Old
Mondoro on an exclusive basis for an unmatched family safari, or watch this space for a new
"safari suite" at Chiawa Camp coming soon.
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10. COMMUNITY FOCUSED
Although, location-wise, our camps are far from human settlements, they are connected
through our amazing staff; the vast majority of whom are employed locally and trained from
scratch. Whenever possible we buy local and pay fair prices whilst also providing education
materials and school uniforms for village school kids. Our most recent notable achievement
was to, through our efforts and contacts, secure funding and implementation of the
solarisation of Conservation Lower Zambezi, and Mugurameno School and Clinic – a massive
project that uses unique, brand new technologies to sustain the facility, by selling power to
nearby private households. Thank you to the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation for funding it,
Empowered by Light for executing it, and Conservation Lower Zambezi for its efforts on the
ground. Teamwork for the common good in ensuring even the poorest of the poor benefit
from one of Africa's richest safari experiences.
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11. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
If there is still any doubt that all these crucial criteria, when factored in, make either Chiawa
Camp or Old Mondoro the very best safari experience available, then how about factoring in
the renowned personal attention and choice that guests at both our camps get. We
seamlessly combine both of these camps together for a contrasting but complementary,
unique and complete safari experience in our Best of Both Worlds Specials that cannot be
topped?

So there you have it, 10 top reasons why visiting Chiawa Camp and Old Mondoro ought to be on
anyone's bucket list.
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